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Life isn't about
finding yourself.
Life is about
creating yourself.
George Bernard Shaw

Chapter 1

Starting an Online Business
in 2021

Conducting “business online” means that your business interactions require you to share
information and data across the internet. It can also be referred to as e-business. An online
business has a wider reach to potential customers than an offline business (often called
“brick and mortar”) because physical co-presence is not required, i.e., the potential customer
can be located anywhere – far removed from the product and seller. And the 2020
pandemic has just underlined how important this factor is.

Because of social distancing and home confinement requirements during the pandemic,
many people resorted to purchasing their products online so as to avoid the close contact
likely to occur in physical stores.
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According to research by Shopify,
“52% of buyers say they’ve shifted more of their
spending to online”.

And this will not reduce when the pandemic is over - “53% of North American buyers
said that the pandemic has changed the way they will shop going forward”. People
have had to move to online shopping, and now they’ve tasted it, they like it and want
to stay with it.
So the pandemic caused a surge in internet traffic as more people went online to
access products and services they might otherwise have obtained offline. But some
business areas and niches did better than others online during the pandemic, and
some went downhill. Traffic for finance, food, healthcare, pharmaceuticals, and media
increased, whilst it declined for travel, manufacturing, and construction.
Stackline reviewed E-commerce sales across the U.S. in March 2020 as compared with
March 2019. The closure of gyms during the pandemic led to a surge in home fitness
products and yoga equipment. The work-from-home policy, led to an increase in
demand for computer equipment, and other home office equipment. Sales for travel
and associated accessories declined significantly as travel bans took effect.
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The following table shows the list of the Top 100 Gaining
categories as compiled by Stackline.
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The following table shows the list of the Top 100 Declining
categories as compiled by Stackline.
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Some of the traffic changes due to the pandemic are short term. For genuine trends
we need to look over a longer period. But the overall lesson is – pick your business
model and niche wisely.
Whether you are just starting a new business, or you already have an existing business
and you’ve decided to expand and go online, it will create more opportunities for you
to expand your reach to more customers. Online business makes your product details
available to a larger audience of people that might be interested in purchasing your
product. Online marketing assists you to reach these customers more easily and
cheaply. An online business with dedicated software can easily and better track
activities of its business online. Armed with this information, an online business can
apportion more advertising funds to those campaigns achieving success.
.If you would like to make money online, you should be the type of person that is
willing to learn new things. It doesn’t matter how much knowledge you think you have
about any particular niche, you still regularly need to learn new things so as to grow
your online business.
If you have decided to quit your 9-5 job to pursue your online business venture, do
not tender a formal resignation notice before you make all preparation and have your
business finalized. To avoid being audited, make sure to follow all government tax
guidelines from the beginning. Strictly following their guidelines will ensure you have
a trouble-free tax process.
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Chapter 2

Affiliate Marketing

The Affiliate Marketing business is perhaps the fastest growing way to earn money
online. Since millions of people regularly make use of the internet daily, Affiliate
Marketing gives you the opportunity to get potential customers irrespective of their
location globally.
Affiliate Marketing is the ability to help other company market their products online,
and earn a commission for every sale you make for them. For example, if you help a
company promote a $350 priced item, and you are entitled to a 10% commission of the
sale, it means you will make $35 for each sale. Since this form of business does not
involve any major funding outlay, it is a good one to start with. The downside is that you
are promoting someone else’s business rather than building your own.
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Affiliate Marketing

Choosing good affiliate networks requires that you do some
research. You need ones that not only have suitable businesses and
products but are also reliable and trustworthy. Check out
independent reviews before singing up. Trustworthy ones include
ClickBank and JVZoo. Amazon’s Associate program is another
trustworthy platform to join as they have a very large inventory of
products they promote. This gives the ability to promote almost any
kind of product in the market or identify and pick a niche that has
very low competition where you can start earning commissions in
days.
Getting sales as an Affiliate Marketer requires the use of many
online skills and knowledge. While some marketers make use of
social media platforms like Facebook, Instagram, witter, YouTube
and other social media networks, while others build their own
websites. Getting a personal website is a good way to handle Affiliate
Marketing because it allows you control everything about it.
Lots of online marketers make mistakes of not doing proper
research to acquire knowledge on the product they intend to
promote. Rather, they are more concerned about the amount of
commission they will earn not minding if it provides value to the
visitors or not.
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Affiliate Marketing

Finally, it is important to state that even though affiliate marketing can
be promising, it has a steep learning curve. Finding a high converting
product can be difficult. This might make you face disappointment on
different occasions before you start earning well from it.
In summary, here are the steps you should take to maximize your
chances of success:
1.Identify a good niche - with sufficient buyers but not too many
competitors.
2.Identify products that are proven to sell well and have sufficient
commission.
3.Build a website about the niche (fairly easy using Wordpress).
4.Drive traffic to your website using SEO (free tools such as Yoast can
help).
5.Use your website traffic to build a list of subscribers (use Aweber ).
6.Earn a commission by recommending products to your
subscribers.
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Chapter 3

Dropshipping

In the last few years, lots of people have turned to the internet with the hope of
making money online. One popular method with these newcomers is
“dropshipping”.
Dropshipping is a supply chain system where the seller accepts payment for an
item, but the customer takes delivery of the product directly from the
manufacturer’s warehouse. In Dropshipping, the seller functions as a “middleman” between a customer and a manufacturer. The profit he/she makes is the
price differential between retail price and the wholesale price of the sold item.
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Dropshipping

The item/product you decide to dropship is important to how much profit you
make from the business. So, deciding on the product to sell online is the first thing
you need to do before you start your dropshipping business. I would advise you to
buy a sample product from a supplier and analyze the product quality. If you are
fine with the quality of their product, then you can decide to stick with the supplier
and market their product, provided the profit margin is good enough for you.

dentifying a reliable supplier for all the products you intend to market can be
stressful and time consuming if you are targeting a huge number of products. There
are dropship service companies that offer to provide pre-vetted lists of suppliers.
The aim of a dropship service is to do all the bidding with the suppliers thereby
reducing the effort required in identifying quality suppliers. The dropship service
validates the authenticity of a supplier and the products they sell so as to make sure
the end buyer gets the correct product on time when they order. Of course, using a
dropship service has a cost – usually a monthly fee is required – so your profit
margin on each sale is reduced.
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Dropshipping

One of the main risks with a dropshipping business is that your
suppliers may be unreliable. They may send a defective item to
your buyer and claim that the damage happened while on transit,
or sometimes send a totally different item. The cost of returning
the product to the supplier or simply replacing the product may
finish up being charged to you.
Buyers can also pose a risk to the business. They may receive a
product and later contact their payment platform and claim that
the transaction was not authorized by them. If they succeed in
obtaining a chargeback, this not only hurts your bottom-line, it
also hurts your standing with the payment platform. Too many
charge-backs can result in your account being suspended.

Steps to Build a Dropshipping Business
1.Identify a product to sell – one with low competition, and a
decent profit margin.
2.Identify a manufacturer or distributor who is willing to
dropship for you. Prior to the 2020 pandemic, AliExpress.com was
an excelllentmarketplace to use. Now, it is probably better to try to
identify in-country manufacturers or distributors.
3.Set up an online store - Shopify is an excellent one to start
with as it includes a shopping cart and payment options.
4.Drive traffic to your store (Facebook ads and Google
Shopping ads are useful for this).
5.For each sale, accept the buyer’s payment, then purchase the
item from the manufacturer/distributor with a request to send the
product to the buyer.
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Chapter 4

Kindle Books

Kindle is an electronic reading app designed by Amazon, but the word “kindle”
has now evolved to become the generic term to describe electronic books. Making
money from Kindle publishing is a great idea, but just like many internet ventures,
there is a lot that needs to be learned. Not just learning how to write, but also how
to edit, format, publish, and promote yout books.

If you are a writer, now is a good time to earn money from writing Kindle books.
Even if you are not a writer, you can outsource the writing to a “ghost writer” and
still sell it on Kindle as your own.
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Kindle Books

Here are a couple of reasons why publishing Kindle books is
profitable:

1.High demand for books now.

The twenty first century has given birth to a nation of book lovers.
Books are introduced to children from their early age. This start from
when parents read bed time stories to their children, and also when
schools expose children to different kind of book, ranging from
spiritual books to comics and story books. Writers can therefore earn
money by writing Kindle books on a wide range of topics to the
growing population of readers.
2.Kindle book purchase has increased.
At the introduction of digital books, nitial interest was from people in
the computer world and those who are gadget enthusiasts. Another
factor for high demand of kindle books is the price. Kindle books are
much cheaper than traditional paper books, so readers are excited to
buy since they believe they are getting more value for money.
The publication of books on Kindle is similar to marketing any
electronic books online. Although Amazon has built a reputation and
offers a lot of features for optimization, there’s still the need for the
authors to set up the promotion. Promotion of Kindle books is one
very important step to take to achieve great success. A book can be
published online without the potential buyer being able to see it,
especially if the author is unknown. Amazon Kindle offers a
promotional facility for a limited period that allows a book to be sold
for a reduced price to allow it make money and gain feedback from
readers.
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Chapter 5

Information Products

In recent times, there’s been a great push about making money online from the
sales of information products. Information product marketing isn’t rocket
science – it is something that anyone can do, provided they can follow the
required steps to achieve success.
Information Products are based on knowledge and are delivered via the internet.
These products can be delivered via email in downloadable files, and they
provide information people are interested to pay for.
Selecting a topic and overall focus is the first step to take in creating and
Information Products business. There’s a need to evaluate and determined what
currently sells in your anticipated niche market. It will be best to consider
delivering the niched from different perspectives.
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Information Products

It is important to keep these two things in mind when trying to create
an Information Product. The first is to choose a niche you are
passionate about. This will make it easier to create the Information
Product and gives you better results. The second is to ensure that you
offer a solution, teach something your readers want to know, or show
them ways of doing something that would improve their lives.
When you have a product topic idea, conduct some research to learn
about your potential competitors and the products they offer. It is also
important to learn how to use search engine optimization (SEO) to
enable your product to be easily found on Google. Free service like
Google keywords can help you identify great phrases and keywords.
It is also important to get your readers involved by asking them the
kind of product they find useful. Involving your readers enables you to
create exactly what they want, without you having to make a guess.
After completing your Information Product, it is important to ask few
readers and some other bloggers for inputs before the final design and
packaging. The draft can be offered to 10-15 people at discounted rate
in return for the feedback and reviews. You can also negotiate with
bloggers to review the draft with an agreement that they can become
an affiliate marketer for your product at a higher commission rate.
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Chapter 6

Online Marketing Agency

Are you aware that spending in the digital market is expected to rise to $375 billion by
the end of year 2021? This means that the online marketing is a profitable niche to
venture into.

Here are the steps to take to turn this into this profitable niche:
1. Educate yourself:
It is important to understand and educate yourself about digital marketing for
agencies before you begin. You can develop your digital skills while growing your
career with courses that are offered online and free online resources from top ranked
institutions. Therefore, it is important for you to invest in yourself. You will also need
to understand basic online concept like Pay per click (PPC), SEO, content marketing,
online funnels and email campaigns.
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Online Marketing Agency

2. Research your competitors:
You will need to use the same keywords your business would use
online to be able to do competitor analysis. After the analysis, it is best
to narrow it down to 10 competitors. You can then check out how they
are making money and also learn their successful methods. As soon as
you’ve figured out how they earn from their services, you can now
find out about their strategy used for content marketing. Study their
SEO, blog posts and social media to understand how they
communicate with their customers.
3.Creating a website:
It is important to keep competitors and content in mind before
launching a website. You will also need to understand how you intend
to find clients to patronize your business, after which you will need a
domain name and a service to host your website.
4. Promoting your brand:
To get your name out there as a new brand in the digital marketing
niche, you need to get some positive reviews by offering to do some
free services. After you’ve been able to gain trust from customers who
you’ve offered free services, you are more likely to attract potential
paying customers.
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Online Marketing Agency

4.Promoting your brand:
To get your name out as a new brand in the digital marketing niche,
you need to get some positive reviews by offering free services. After
you’ve been able to gain trust from those customers, you are more
likely to attract potential paying customers.
5.Setting up your payments:
Clients can be billed on an hourly basis when you have a single task,
but when you start to scale up, you need to consider monthly
payments or campaign percentage options.
6.Establish your social media presence:
It is important to have a social media presence when starting an online
marketing platform. Benefits include organic lead generation, as well
as a chance to engage with customers and potential customers thereby
creating a 'buzz' about your business.
7. Use video marketing:
A YouTube channel is a great way to start to generate organic leads as
videeos tend to rank higher and quicker than website links. You need
to regularly publish content on your channel to generate leads.
8. Fulfilling the orders:
It would be difficult, if not impossible, for one person to do all the
work required to mount a successful online marketing campaign for a
client. You really need a marketing team comprising people with
talents and expertise in the various aspects of digital marketing. This
team can either be staff employed by you, or freelancers that you hire
on an “as-needed” basis, or you can use a white label service provided
by an established marketing company.
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Chapter 7

Amazon Wholesale FBA

Amazon FBA (also known as “Fulfillment by Amazon”) is a program in which you use
Amazon as your warehouse facility and they also send out your items to buyers who
have purchased them from the Amazon site. It is a very simple but powerful program
that can take your business to a greater height at a very low cost.

There are several steps that needs to be taken to begin selling on Amazon
1. Sign up for a seller account with Amazon.
Amazon has two types of accounts for sellers which are individual and professional
accounts. For a professional account (which is the one you need for a serious
business), you pay a monthly fee, plus, when an item is sold, you pay a fee to cover
administration and delivery.
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Amazon Wholesale FBA

2.Identify products and wholesalers.
Prior to the 2020 pandemic, it was fairly common to use AliExpress or
AliBaba to source products, but increasingly resellers are looking for
local manufacturers or local distributors. In the US, you will need to
set up an account with each wholesaler, for which they will probably
require you to have a business license.
3.Pack the product.
Whether you make the product yourself, or source in the US or in
China, it is better to have it boxed in standardized boxes. You can get a
boxing or printing company to design and produce suitable ones for
you.
4.Ship to Amazon.
When the product is boxed, you can then send batches of them to
Amazon. This is arranged through the Amazon selling system which
schedules the products to be received at the Amazon warehouse. It is
advisable that you follow the guidelines set by Amazon on the type of
package and labelling they require.
5.Consider using a Prep Company.
There are companies that will prepare your items for delivery to
Amazon. They receive and check your items from the wholesale
company, label and package them according to your specifications
and in accordance with Amazon’s requirements, and then box them
for delivery to Amazon. This service is particularly useful if you live
outside the USA but wish to sell to the US market.
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Chapter 8

Amazon White/Private Label

Amazon white label is basically a situation where a company makes a product and put
on it another company’s identity. The name ‘White label’ comes as a result of how
companies produce an item, and create a white label on the packaging, allowing a
third party client to own branding.
One challenge with white labeling is the quantity required for purchase for the
company to agree on such terms, to ensure they can make enough profit from it.
Another challenge is that the same product might be offered under their own
branding by many other resellers.
White labeling allows you to build a brand from the efforts of a supplier with a latent
demand, and making sure you are able to deliver a tested product without any R&D.
Resellers often move into white labeling after they have been successful with selling
wholesale products.
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Amazon White/Private Label

Private labelling is the nexr step – for this you contract the
manufacturer to develop a unique product for you. Whilst this has the
benefit of you being able to sell a unique product, it usually means that
you have to order far larger quantities.
When selling on Amazon, you need to create a barcode for your items.
The bar codes are in two formats – European Article Number (EAN)
and Universal Product Code (UPC). Even though this can be bought at
a cheaper price, Amazon recommend that its subscribers uses the GS1
for the purpose of standardization. GS1 enables you to have product
that are recognized by Amazon.
There are two ways to sell white label and private label items on
Amazon. You can arrange all the shipping and delivery yourself
(Fulfilled By Merchant or FBM), or you leave it for Amazon to arrange
it all (Fulfilled By Amazon or FBA). The advantage of the former is that
you have to pay less fees to Amazon so your profit margin is greater.
The advantage of FBA is that Amazon absorbs the negative
consequences of any delivery issues. FBA resellers are also favored for
being placed in the “Buy Box”.
Here are the main steps for creating a White Label or Private Label
business on Amazon:

1.Identify a product to sell – one with proven demand but low
competition.

2.Find a supplier or manufacturer for the product.

3.Order a single sample first, then negotiate the smallest batch you
can (ideally 50 – 100 products) to test the market.

4.List the product on Amazon.
5.Send the product to the Amazon warehouses.
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Chapter 9

Choosing A Business Model

To create a business that is right for you, you may wish to consider the following:

•How you can get the most profits for the time you put in?
•Will the business have a long life?
•Does the business provide something of value?
•Is the business easy to set up?
•Is the business scalable?

So which business model should you choose?
All the models discussed above can provide you with an income. Some require more
upfront investment, some have greater potential for profit, some require more time
to run, and some are harder to set-up.
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Choosing A Business Model

The following table summarizes and compares the main features of the seven models
discussed.
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